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Despite Global Worries, Market Selloff Appears Overdone

Investors cannot say that the market selloff of late
August caught them totally off-guard. For the six months
preceding the market’s breakdown, U.S. stocks had been in
a historically tight range. The longer the sideways trend,
the more fiercely the market tends to break out of range-
bound markets.

Moreover, the market advance in July and August had
become increasingly thin. Over the months preceding the
late August selloff, lots of high-quality, high-volume names
notably underperformed and were already in correction
(down 10%) or even bear (down 20%) territory.

That said, investors were still surprised by the feroc-
ity and breadth of the selling. In any market event of that
magnitude, no name is spared. As mutual fund companies,
ETFs and wealth mangers react to redemption requests, high-
quality names are sold along with the dogs. In many ways,
the stock market pattern of summer 2015 – increasingly thin
on the way up, very broad on the way down – is indistin-
guishable from other selloffs that have wracked the mar-
kets since the turn of the millennium.

One distinguishing feature of this market meltdown,
however, has been the absence of severe economic strains
in the U.S. economy and/or signs of collapse in major over-
seas economies. The forces that have been tugging on stocks
and that finally triggered the correction are well-known and
include China’s malaise, risks to the EU from untenable
Greek debt, weak capital investment and employment in
the oil patch, worries about impacts on GDP and EPS growth,
and the Fed’s possible – perhaps no longer imminent – tight-
ening. None of these events count as new news, although
China’s yuan devaluation of 8/11/15 arguably triggered the
selloff.

In our view, the economy is not nearly as much at risk
now as it was during the harrowing market events of 2000,
2008 or even 2011. While global concerns are real, global
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equity investors appear to have overreacted. That suggests
opportunities in top-tier U.S. companies whose prospects are
not materially different than they were two weeks ago, but
which now sell at 10%-20% discounts to early-August prices.

PAST SELLOFFS OCCURRED IN MUCH WEAKER
ENVIRONMENTS
It is worth noting that recent selling has not nearly approached
the depths of the selloffs of 2000 or 2008, or even 2011. Now
as then, fear is palpable. Fear is also more tangible in our age
of real-time media, amplifying concerns that well-docu-
mented selling will beget more market exits and more sell-
ing.

In our view, current conditions do not approach the se-
verity of past periods in which the market sold off sharply.

Here are highlights of the market and economic envi-
ronments in past periods of severe selling.

2000-2002
This period is most often identified with the crash in tech-
nology names that triggered a deeper crisis, giving rise to
names like the dot.com bubble and the internet implosion.
The seeds of collapse were sown earlier, with the emerging
markets currency crisis of 1997, which showed the risks in
overheated growth economies; and the Long-Term Capital
meltdown of 1998, which for the first time showed the risks
of overleverage in a globally interconnected financial sys-
tem.

The Technology crisis itself was born of the inability
of then-prevailing technology to meet the promise of the
internet. Heading into the collapse, technology shares traded
at astronomical multiples, even as the global technology sup-
ply chain had become overstuffed with unneeded gear and
components.

(continued on next page)
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The collapse in tech shares eventually pulled down other
sectors, as investment managers sold quality to meet redemp-
tions. Before the broad economy could recover, existing weak-
ness was compounded by the events of 9/11. Not only did the
terror attacks deal a (temporary) blow to national morale, they
also shut down trade and created multiyear pressures on key
export industries such as aircrafts & parts.

GDP: Quarterly “real” GDP growth averaged 3.0% in
2000, 0.2% in 2001, and 2.1% in 2002.

Stock-Market Performance: In 2000, the S&P 500 fell
10.1%; in 2001, it fell 13.0%; and in 2002, it fell 23.4%. From
a peak of 1,527 in March 2000 to a closing low of 777 in Octo-
ber 2002, the S&P 500 declined 49%.

2007-2009
As portrayed in books such as “Too Big to Fail,” the near-
collapse in the global financial industry was concentrated in a
few months in late 2008. But the events contributing to the
housing bubble and the near-collapse of the banking system
transpired over several years leading up to fall 2008 and were
felt for years afterwards.

U.S. housing prices peaked in 2006, but remained high
through 2007 and early 2008. The huge overvaluation and sub-
sequent collapse in U.S. home prices had many drivers, but
began with exotic derivatives that bundled mortgages into
CDOs and then stratified mortgages into various tranches where
default risk was poorly understood. Other contributors included
asleep-at-the-wheel debt-rating agencies, a housing industry
too sure in the belief that values always went higher, and over-
reaching consumers.

From the collapse of two Bear Stearns CDO hedge funds
in July 2007, the outcome of the housing inflation seemed pre-
ordained. So enormous was the CDO pool, however, that by
fall 2008, banks – usually adept at creating products and get-
ting them off their books before the party ended – were saddled
with enormous amounts of toxic assets. Beyond the impact on
a U.S. housing industry that is still well below peak levels, the
near-collapse of the banking system effectively shut down credit
markets, triggered global recession, and required unprecedented
government bailouts and deficits that indirectly led to the stock-
market rout of summer 2011.

GDP: Quarterly “real” GDP growth averaged 1.9% in
2007, -2.7% in 2008, and -0.2% in 2009.

Stock-Market Performance: In 2007, the S&P 500 rose
3.5%, but sold off sharply in October through December. In
2008, the S&P 500 fell 39%. Stocks were down in double dig-
its in the first months of 2009, but eventually rallied for a 24%
gain in 2009. From a peak of 1,565 in October 2007 to a low of
676 in March 2009, the S&P 500 declined 57%.

2011
As the U.S. government sought first to save the banking sys-
tem and then rekindle economic growth, it addressed the crisis
via multiple financial tools created by the Treasury and the
Federal Reserve. These included TARP, the first-time home-
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buyers credit, “cash for clunkers,” and three rounds of quan-
titative easing. The result was a spike in federal deficit spend-
ing: to $1.41 trillion in 2009, $1.28 trillion in 2010, $1.26 bil-
lion in 2011, and $1.03 billion in 2012.

During the first midterm elections of the Obama ad-
ministration in 2010, deep dissatisfaction with the pace of
recovery led to big GOP wins in the House and Senate and in
state governments. The emboldened Republican party, also
seeking to stop “Obamacare,” drew a line in the sand on deficit
spending by refusing to extend the debt ceiling beyond the
July 2011 deadline.

While the debt-ceiling standoff was the proximate cause
of the mid-teens selloff that slammed the S&P 500 in July
and August, the deeper fear was that government spending
was out of control. S&P lowered its U.S. credit rating. The
media warned that China would soon own all our debt and
“boss us around.” At the same time, Europe’s peripheral na-
tions were in various degree of debt crisis, bought on by prof-
ligate government spending that did not abate during the glo-
bal recession.

The debt-ceiling standoff ended with the imposition of
“sequestration,” meaning automatic austerity targets, and the
restoration of some tax rates to levels seen prior to the Bush
Administration. Despite the ugly partisan spectacle in Wash-
ington, the year 2011 had two lasting benefits. First, seques-
tration, combined with taxes and economic expansion, caused
deficits to decline to one-third peak levels by 2014. Second,
the flat market performance in 2011 lured in bulls and led to
three years (2012-2014) with average S&P 500 capital ap-
preciation of 18.1%.

GDP: Quarterly “real” GDP growth was 1.7% in 2011.
Stock-Market Performance: In 2011, the S&P 500 fin-

ished dead flat at 1,257.60, after closing 2010 at 1,257.64.
From a peak of 1,354 in May 2011 to a low of 1,131 in Octo-
ber 2011, the S&P 500 declined 17%.

CURRENT ENVIRONMENT SHOWS NORMAL
STRAINS, NOT FUNDAMENTAL CRACKS
2015
We are not seeking to minimize the strains on the stock mar-
ket and the economy from domestic and global pressures. As
noted, these include China’s malaise, the long-running Greek
debt negotiations, weak capex and employment in the en-
ergy industry, ongoing concerns about GDP and EPS growth,
and prospects for Fed rate tightening. We could point to other
pressures, from the fighting in Ukraine to the spread of ISIS,
but geopolitical events are present in every market environ-
ment. Let’s walk through the chief negatives, beginning with
the events that triggered the current selloff, to try to under-
stand what they mean for average investors.

The incredible expansion in China has slowed in re-
cent years, but that well-known fact has been washing over
the market for at least two years. The triggering events from
China are the “round trip” in the Shanghai composite index
this year, from a 60% gain to a return to year-opening levels,
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and China’s “snap” 2% devaluation of the yuan.
The stock market collapse in China has generated wor-

ries that China’s citizens are in deep hock, but a relatively
small percentage (about 10%) of Chinese families are in the
market. Yuan devaluation raises fears that China’s growth
miracle is not only over, but has morphed into a nightmare of
GDP decline. The reality is likely somewhere in the middle.
Though not growing at the government-promoted 7% rate,
Chinese GDP is still likely growing in low to mid-single dig-
its. Chinese manufacturers, meanwhile, should begin to en-
joy margin expansion from very weak industrial commodity
inputs and ever-lower fuel costs.

“Greece” is more than a tiny nation, it is the embodiment
of fears that still-profligate Europe operates as a bureaucrat-
beholden state that crushes innovation and growth. The reality is
that the Eurozone has grown GDP for three straight quarters, fueled
by trade benefits from the devalued euro.

New multiyear lows in energy prices have reduced capi-
tal spending. The U.S. energy sector is now running only its
most productive assets; less efficient wells will stay capped
until prices improve. It has been about a year since energy
was the fastest-growing U.S. jobs category. Energy is clearly
not adding jobs, but it is no longer shedding them at a rapid
pace.

Domestic concerns about GDP growth, EPS growth and
the timing of the first Federal Reserve rate hike are all tied in
together; so, too, is the double-edged sword of energy. The
U.S. consumer economy is thriving on job gains, early wage
increases, rising home values, and – the “good” side of the
sword – cheap gasoline. Industrial economy data, meanwhile,
is stable – not growing, but not declining, either.

GDP growth is still dependent on the U.S. consumer
and still very much “made in the USA.” Weakness in GDP is
principally weather-related; after 0.6% growth 1Q15, full-
year GDP will likely run in the 3% range for 2Q through 4Q.
EPS growth also does not appear at risk – in part because
EPS growth has been tame in recent quarters, creating a low
bar for growth. Low market rates of interest have enabled
companies to reduce absolute debt levels and pay very low
interest on debt.

The sharply reduced deficit (about one-third of peak
levels) defuses potential political battles over deficit spend-
ing and debt ceilings; Supreme Court rulings have removed
Obamacare as a point of political contention (at least for now).
When and if the Fed raises interest rates, history shows that
stock investors adapt rapidly.

GDP: Expected to average 2.2%-2.4% in 2015 (Argus
estimates).

Stock-Market Performance: In 2015 to date, the S&P
500 is down 6.6%. From a peak of 2,134 in May 2015 to a
low of 1,920 as of 8/24/15, the S&P 500 is down 10%.

CONCLUSION
As we were wrapping up this essay, the S&P 500, as noted
above, was exactly at the classic 10% correction mark rela-
tive to its peak closing price. Markets that wait four years to
correct are inviting a sharp movement, so perhaps we should
not be surprised by the strength of the selling.

Still, as we attempt to demonstrate above, we regard
the current correction as an opportunity to establish positions
in high-quality “redemption casualties” that have been
dragged down on nonfundamental weakness.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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